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About This Game

Inspired by chess, but adding combat that YOU control, Archon was the original Battle Chess. You must try to outmaneuver
your opponent using teams of fantasy creatures or monsters in this epic struggle of Light and Dark. On the chess board, when

you challenge a piece, you are teleported into a Combat Arena where you fight in REAL-TIME until only the victor emerges to
claim the square on the chess board. Conquer your opponent by defeating all of their pieces on the chess board or claim all the
Power Squares for a quick victory! You can play Free-For-All mode, where it's everyone for themselves, or play using teams

and gang up on your opponents pieces in battle (2 vs. 1.)

Archon:Classic can be played using USB controllers (the best way) or with keyboard and mouse. First developed in 1983,
Archon quickly became a hit and instant classic because of it's unique combination of action and strategic gameplay. We've

recreated it to play just like the original, but we've added enhancements for today's gamer. So grab some friends and experience
the classic game that started the Action/Strategy genre.

Key features:

Up to 4 Player support...pure mayhem in battle!
Play in "Free-for-All" or "Teams" mode
USB controller support
Optimized to run even on on netbooks
3 Different Boards (Modes) to play
4 AI settings with 3 different personalities
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Various spells to use
18 pieces per team, plus others you can summon
Pieces gain experience and level up
Primary and Secondary abilities
Choose modern or classic icons
Fully Featured 1 Player Campaign called, "Conquest"
Conquest features 4 campaigns (over 60 quests)
Over 16 hours gameplay on Conquest alone!
Tracking and Statistics per game (fully featured)
Achievements and Leaderboards
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Is it a rage game? Nah, all is fair in this game. It just challenges your instincts
Eye strain hasn't hit me.. YET
This game also brings back nostalgia of the same type of quicktime games back then
Cyan's a piece of crap lul
You can't trust your predicability skills, just your reflexes
Overall, I recommend the game.. It just came out with early access, so it is def. alot better than what has come out of early
access games recently.
How to say this ( I LOVE THIS GAME ) done. A+

My update: Lost all my gear and stuff since they shut down north america severs. They couldnt even transfer everything i had on
my character to my AS sever character. This game is going downhill completely ATM.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4nQks5RPtgo. First of all Hudell I want to say good job so far with the game! I have
enjoyed the game quite a bit, of course the game is still in development and has ways to go but i for sure can see the potential
here and as a person who has been playing farming games since the first HM it is quite an appealing game.

There are ofc things that I would like to see in the future which I am sure the team behind the game are working hard on such as

More festivals, Dating or just more day-to-day things etc.

Things I love about the game so far :

- Music is pretty cute

- The layout of the farm, mountain, village are all pretty good and easy to get around.

- The different animals available is good.

- The seeds available and the farming system it's self is good and simple enough.

- The fishing is pretty neat nice and easy!

- The foraging items are sweet! Quite a lot of them around which is nice.

Things I don't like so much at this present time:

The amount of stamina used when using tools even when they have been upgraded I think still uses too much, after clearing a
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few rocks or branches my stamina is pretty much gone and the amount of stamina available from the foraging items does not
really make up for it. I find myself out of stamina really quickly and just going to bed. (hope this can be reduced in the future) :)

- Finding the Big Blue Crystal for the mining quest was super annoying took me almost a month for me to get one even going
mining for it everyday, Maybe you can increase the chance of finding one a bit :p

- There isn't really much to do on a day-to-day basis after attending the farm, animals foraging items around.

So I normally just go the bed early.

These are just some of my likes\/dislikes of course not everyone will feel the same and I am in no way bashing the game or
anything, I do enjoy playing the game considering it is still in development.

I would give the game 7\/10 as it is now :). Great song, great authentic tones. Do recommend. I played some parts in VR and the
view was amazing!
It was tempting to just move and look around a lot of times

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vmNJE3Qf7yw
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Fun party game that's free!. Epic Store sell outs.. 0 skill, 100% depend on luck, or maybe throw some real $ to get better
heroes/equipment to survive better.
. Personally, I think that this is going to be difficult for anyone to get through without any assistance. You collect clues quickly,
but then you hit a wall towards the end. I played through it with my six year old, and she was over it by the time we solved the
mystery. Still worth the money if you get it in a bundle with the other ND's.. Great game. Easy to set-up an online match with
friends. Those online games are saved so you can quit and come back to that game as much as necessary.

My only complaint is that there is no way to confirm the move you want/take it back if you mess up. I understand the idea of
think before you play, however, when you're playing casually with a friend and you miscount a move it would be nice to be able
to take it back before passing the turn.

. its ok. only one of its kind. still boring.. Difficult to begin with but suddenly everything clicked into place and KickBeat
became a mighty rhythm game.
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